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an expensive task, 
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Since software vendors are focused on providing intangible goods and services like software
us investigate what the specifics of the different business 

Inventors create intangible services or goods. The main task is inventing (designing) the new service 
or product. Being an inventor is a widespread business model archetype in the software industry. Often 

an expensive task, e.g. when the inventor designs and programs software leveraging developers 
on his own payroll. After the invention activities have ended, software companies make use of other 
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Inventors create intangible services or goods. The main task is inventing (designing) the new service 
or product. Being an inventor is a widespread business model archetype in the software industry. Often 

when the inventor designs and programs software leveraging developers 
on his own payroll. After the invention activities have ended, software companies make use of other 
archetypes for intangible products to make them available to 
selling the intellectual property or   IP lessor to provide usage rights for the software to customers.

IP distributors sell their intellectual property rights or another software vendor´s usage rights to cu
Typical ways to distribute intellectual property in the software industry are OEM agreements 
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Since software vendors are focused on providing intangible goods and services like software
us investigate what the specifics of the different business patterns

Inventors create intangible services or goods. The main task is inventing (designing) the new service 
or product. Being an inventor is a widespread business model archetype in the software industry. Often 

when the inventor designs and programs software leveraging developers 
on his own payroll. After the invention activities have ended, software companies make use of other 
archetypes for intangible products to make them available to customers. Common are IP distributor for 
selling the intellectual property or   IP lessor to provide usage rights for the software to customers.

IP distributors sell their intellectual property rights or another software vendor´s usage rights to cu
Typical ways to distribute intellectual property in the software industry are OEM agreements 

for software components and distribution rights for redistributables, which are often bundled with d
velopment tools and are integrated and shipped with a software product.

IP Lessors are providing intangible goods “for rent”. As outlined above, intangible goods can be 
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Inventors create intangible services or goods. The main task is inventing (designing) the new service 
or product. Being an inventor is a widespread business model archetype in the software industry. Often 

when the inventor designs and programs software leveraging developers 
on his own payroll. After the invention activities have ended, software companies make use of other 

customers. Common are IP distributor for 
selling the intellectual property or   IP lessor to provide usage rights for the software to customers.

IP distributors sell their intellectual property rights or another software vendor´s usage rights to cu
Typical ways to distribute intellectual property in the software industry are OEM agreements 
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are for intangible goods/services.

Inventors create intangible services or goods. The main task is inventing (designing) the new service 
or product. Being an inventor is a widespread business model archetype in the software industry. Often 

when the inventor designs and programs software leveraging developers 
on his own payroll. After the invention activities have ended, software companies make use of other 

customers. Common are IP distributor for 
selling the intellectual property or   IP lessor to provide usage rights for the software to customers.

IP distributors sell their intellectual property rights or another software vendor´s usage rights to cu
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Inventors create intangible services or goods. The main task is inventing (designing) the new service 
or product. Being an inventor is a widespread business model archetype in the software industry. Often 

when the inventor designs and programs software leveraging developers 
on his own payroll. After the invention activities have ended, software companies make use of other 

customers. Common are IP distributor for 
selling the intellectual property or   IP lessor to provide usage rights for the software to customers. 

IP distributors sell their intellectual property rights or another software vendor´s usage rights to cus-
Typical ways to distribute intellectual property in the software industry are OEM agreements 
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3.3 Causality
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of processors of a computer that runs software or the number of users that has access to a software 
solution or the throughput
number of users that have access to the offering.
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3.6 Pricing 

There are different pricing mechanisms and strategies possible. We omit further discussions on pricing 
and therefore point to existing literature [2,3,6].  

3.7 Timing of compensation 

The timing of compensation tells at what time the compensation will happen and what additional 
conditions apply for the timing of the compensation. Examples we meet often are prepay, which 
means you pay before you are able to consume goods or services, by payment schedule, which might 
define certain payments at different points in time under certain payment conditions and post pay, 
meaning you pay after you were able to consume or have received or consumed the products or servic-
es. 

4 Hybrid business models and hybrid revenue models 

If a business model is made up of several business patterns, it is called a hybrid business model. To 
create a hybrid business model in the real world, you could choose the business patterns Inventor, IP 
Lessor and Contractor to create a product software company. Hybrid business models can be a source 
of business model synergies to create competitive advantage, for example: when there is an asymme-
tric market for companies offering that specific hybrid business model, like the early markets for on 
demand software or if a hybrid business model creates competitive advantage in markets due to syner-
gies between business patterns or business models.  

 
If a revenue model is made up of several revenue streams, we call it hybrid revenue model. By de-

finition, a hybrid business model always has a hybrid revenue model due to causality. Hybrid revenue 
models can be a source of revenue model synergies to create competitive advantage. This can be the 
case if a hybrid revenue model allows to fund cost of a business pattern with a revenue stream that is 
not connected by causality or to fund cost for a new business pattern. We will see examples later in this 
paper. 

4.1 Hybrid business and hybrid revenue models in the software industry 

Looking at the software industry, most software companies have a hybrid business model, because they 
are acting as an inventor and as an IP Lessor at the same time. In addition, software companies can 
differentiate their business model by offering software as a product, software as a service or a combina-
tion of both. 

 
Software as a product (SaaP) means that a copy of the software product gets delivered to the cus-

tomer and the customers gets usage rights, usually in the form of a license, for using the software for a 
specified purpose. The customer does not get ownership of a product, but rights to use the software for 
a compensation back to the software company. Cost of support and of providing maintenance releases 
is carried by the IP Lessor. The cost of operations of the solution and the license fees are carried by the 
customer. The typical Software as a product business represents a hybrid business model as shown in 
figure 5. 
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Fig. 5: Hybrid
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5.2.1 Microsoft´s revenue model
As mentioned above, the main source of revenue is the ecosystem of partners
(computers, cell phones, cars) are delivering Microsoft operating systems as part of their offerings and 
many SaaS and SaaP software vendors base their solutions on Microsoft operating systems and dat
base platforms. In addition, Mi
pliance sales (e.g. XBox). 

Fig. 8: Microsoft 
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companies, that should use the search appliance for searching their intranet.
Google is mainly focused on inventing products for the 
like Google Apps, Gmail or Google Voice. The SaaS offerings are created by combining the business 
models Physical Lessor, IP Lessor and Contractor.
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Fig. 9: Google 
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Software vendors usually have hybrid revenue models. The structure of revenue models with their 
combination of  revenue streams, often  containing one or more non-monetary compensations, can be a 
source of competitive advantage in a business model. Related to software ecosystems, there are two 
aspects. One is, that there might be revenue models specific to the software ecosystem like software 
ecosystem fees or revenue shares. The other is, that  

Revenue models can be used to fund business patterns or businesses that are not connected by cau-
sality. This funding might be used to create competitive advantage, e.g. by establishing lower pricing 
for other revenue streams. It might also be used to subsidize the software ecosystem, e.g. by donations 
of a commercial software vendor to the open source community. 

Overall, it was proposed that creation of competitive advantage is possible in business and revenue 
models. It is obvious that this paper only shows an initial view of the subject and further detail research 
is warranted. Topics of interest for that research might be profitability of different business patterns, 
new combinations of  hybrid business models and hybrid revenue models based on additional software 
companies analyzed and matching of business and revenue models of different companies in a software 
ecosystem. 
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